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A major component of Montessori philosophy is the belief that all children are 

individuals with specific needs, identities, talents, and backgrounds. One of Montessori’s “Great 

Lessons” is the “Fundamental Needs of Humans”. The concept that we are all human and as 

such, we share common needs, helps students begin to understand that they have similarities and 

differences, but are all a part of the human race. It builds a sense of belonging to the universe. 

This approach to diversity is not one of ignoring or denial, but one of embracing and celebrating 

diversity. “Taking an active approach to teaching respect for diversity means that adults 

intentionally encourage children to talk about their curiosity, rather than taking a passive, 

colorblind denial stance” (Temple & Lopez, 2009, p. 25). Novels that highlight diverse 

populations can aide in this aspect of the curriculum. 

Island of the Blue Dolphins, by Scott O’Dell, is a novel, which is studied by third graders 

at Montessori Academy. It is based on a true story of The Lost Woman of San Nicolas, who 

lived alone on an island from 1835 to 1853. It portrays a strong Native American female, 

Karana, a twelve-year-old girl from the Ghalas-at tribe. She lives on an island with her tribe. It is 

a tribe of hunters and gatherers. The Aleuts come to the island and refuse to pay her tribe and a 

fight ensues. The village packs up, but Karana remains on the island with her brother. Wild dogs 

kill her brother. She copes with death, wild animals, natural disasters, and loneliness. True to her 

culture, she speaks in terms of rocks, sand, sea, wind, birds, and fish. Attempts to leave the island 

fail. Eventually, missionaries come to the island, befriend her, and she leaves the island. She 

finds out that the ship her village left on sank and she is the lone survivor of her tribe. 

Throughout the novel, O’Dell creates images of tribal life and the culture that defines Karana, 

even in her solitude. The teacher has a series of questions before, during, and after the reading. 

Below are some sample questions: 
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1. After the battle with the Aleuts and the tribe losses 27 men, what must the women 

begin doing? How does this affect the men? 

2. After the death of Karana’s brother, how does she create a community for herself? 

What “fundamental needs of humans” are addressed? 

3. Why does Karana often refrain from killing?  

4. What inhibitions does Karana have to overcome in order to survive? What do 

these inhibitions tell about her culture? 

5. What might be different if Karana was a boy? 

Extensions to the reading of the novel address vocabulary, geography, writing, cultural studies, 

and technology. Based off of O’Dell’s description of the island and research of the true story, 

students create a three dimensional map of the island. Geographic vocabulary is stressed. 

Literary vocabulary is reinforced by the use of crossword puzzles and word games. Students visit 

http://questgarden.com/42/06/8/061116080634/t-index.htm, a 3rd grade WebQuest developed by 

Jen Harger, from the University of Maryland. This interactive site guides students through the 

process of interviewing, researching, and writing an article for the school’s newspaper based on 

their knowledge of the Island of the Blue Dolphins. The Author’s Note at the end of the book 

includes historical information about the story. Karana stayed at the Santa Barbara Mission in 

California after living in isolation on the island. Students are encouraged to write an additional 

chapter to the book describing what life may have been like in the mission and the challenges 

and triumphs she might have encountered (McCoy & Beardsley, 2005, p. 66).  

 Fifth grade students, researching Japan and the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki during World War II, will benefit from reading the novel Sadako and the Thousand 

Paper Cranes, by Eleanor Coerr. This is another true story with a female heroine. Sadako was 

two years old when the atomic bombs were dropped. By the age of twelve, she developed 
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leukemia as a result of the radiation exposure. Sadako’s father told her a Japanese legend that 

stated her wish for health would come true if she could fold one thousand cranes. She was 

diligent in her quest and used whatever she could find to fold the cranes. Although she folded 

one thousand cranes, she died in 1955. One very small red paper crane was displayed in the 

World Trade Center and has become an international symbol for peace. The students discuss a 

variety of questions, such as: 

1. What is peace? What is Peace Day? 

2. What is the atom bomb disease?  

3. What is the legend of the crane? What other cultural beliefs are revealed? 

4. How was Sadako characterized? 

5. Why are lanterns place outside? 

6. What is the role of the kimono? 

7. What can Sadako’s classmates teach you about empathy? 

Vocabulary is reinforced through the use of word searches, crossword puzzles, and the writing of 

Haikus. Students visit http://zunal.com/process.php?w=9054, a WebQuest which explores Japan, 

World War II, and peace projects, while incorporating various writing assignments. In small 

groups students will work on an empathy project. Using Sadako’s story or stories from their own 

culture, students will either write or perform how they can help classmates in difficult times.  

 Middle school students read The Secret Life of Bees, by Sue Monk Kidd. The story is set 

in 1964, a time of racial divide and the civil rights movement. Lily, a fourteen-year-old African 

American girl, runs away from her father in search of information about her dead mother. She 

finds shelter with the Boatwright sisters. They are eccentric beekeepers. They worship in front of 

a Black Madonna statue, which they call “Our Lady of Chains”. Lily eventually finds peace and 
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acceptance. The novel provides rich diversity themes, including gender, race, and religion.  The 

Socratic Method is used to explore these themes. Some of the topics include: 

1. What are the internal and external conflicts in the novel? 

2. What quotes exemplify racism in the novel? 

3. How is the setting of the book important to the civil rights issues in the novel? 

4. What does Our Lady of Chains have to do with the theme of race in the novel? 

5. What, if any, progress has been made in civil rights since the 1960’s?  

In addition to the intense discussions, students will analyze literary elements, use vocabulary 

from the novel in writing assignments, and strengthen their understanding of the historical time 

period. Students will be given a newspaper article, Six Dead After Church Bombing, written in 

1963 by the United Press International. After discussion, students will compare and contrast the 

article with an incident in the novel (Caldwell & Collins, 2008). After completing a lesson on 

epigraphs,  students will complete a worksheet on the parallel between specific epigraphs and the 

plot. Using the classroom IPads and additional technology available, students will create a 

multimedia presentation on one of the themes of the novel bringing in historical context and 

social commentary. Preferably, students will include an interview in relationship to diversity, 

within their presentation.  

 “Children’s books can be an important avenue for shaping how children perceive others 

who are different from themselves, as well as how they view themselves” (Temple & Lopez, 

2009, p. 26). Montessori Academy, Prekindergarten though eighth grade and eventually on to 

high school, monitors the selection of novels and anthologies directly taught to their students to 

ensure diverse populations are represented. This stems from a deep respect for individual 

differences and similarities within a global community.   
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